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In this talk the most recent results obtained by interfacing GoSam with external Monte Carlo
event generators are presented and summarized. In the last year the automatic one-loop amplitude
generator GoSam has been used for the computation of several processes relevant for the LHC
physics program. In the first part of the talk the latest results are summarized and the status of the
interfaces to several external Monte Carlo programs, based on the Binoth-Les-Houches-Accord,
is reported. The second part is dedicated to two selected computations. One concerning the
associated production of a Higgs and a vector boson in association with 0 and 1 jet computed with
GoSam+POWHEG BOX, and one focusing on the analysis of the forward–backward asymmetry
in the production of top quark pairs using 0 and 1 jet merged samples with GoSam+Sherpa.
Finally some recent results on Beyond-Standard-Model (BSM) physics are also presented.
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1. Introduction

where the first term on the right hand side gives the Leading Order (LO) contribution, the second term the NLO virtual contribution and the integrated subtraction terms used to subtract the
divergences from the real radiation part, which is encoded in the last term. Many MC generators can nowadays generate automatically tree-level amplitudes for Born and real contributions,
recognizing the singular limits of the latter and constructing the corresponding subtraction terms.
The computation of the virtual contribution instead is usually left to dedicated programs. In the
last years many tools were developed, which allow to automatically compute one-loop Quantum
Chromodynamic (QCD) and Electroweak (EW) amplitudes for arbitrary SM processes with up to
4, 5 final-state particles [1–7]. In the following we will present some recent phenomenological
applications of the automatic one-loop amplitude generator GoSam [1].

2. GoSam
The GoSam program is a framework for the automatic generation and numerical computation
of one-loop amplitudes. The core program consists of a python package which generates fortran95
code for the evaluation of the desired one-loop amplitudes. The amplitudes are based upon the
algebraic generation of d-dimensional integrands via Feynman diagrams, which can be evaluated
both using integrand-reduction techniques and tensor integral calculus. This approach implies also
the possibility to generate and compute on-the-fly the full rational term, without the need of further
ad-hoc Feynman rules. For the generation of the diagrams we use QGRAF [8], whereas for the
algebraic manipulation of the raw amplitudes expressions we are committed to FORM [9] and the
package Spinney [10]. Finally the algebraic expressions are converted to optimized fortran95
code using FORM and Haggies [11].
At running time the diagrams can be evaluated using Samurai [12], which performs a reduction at the integrand level [13] or with Golem95 [14], which is a library for the computation
of one-loop tensor integrals. A new reduction method, based on the Laurent expansion of the
integrand was developed recently and implemented into a new code called Ninja [15]. The reduction method can be changed at running time. In the computations presented in the next sections
Samurai is used as the default program and Golem95 is used as rescue program whenever an
instability is detected in the integrand-reduction approach.
This approach allows one to easily compute one-loop QCD and EW corrections to processes
within the SM and also beyond, by simply using an appropriate model file. While for QCD corrections the whole computation is fully automatized, for EW corrections and BSM physics the user
has to provide, by hand, the correct renormalization.
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In the recent past the developments in the computation of Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) corrections to Standard Model (SM) processes allowed to automatize all the different parts of the
computation leading to the development of tools for the automatic calculation of NLO processes
with Monte Carlo event generators. A NLO cross section can be canonically written as the sum of
different ingredients
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GoSam interfaced to MC generators

3. NLO computations with GoSam and the BLHA
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For the computation of full NLO processes GoSam is equipped with an interface using the
Binoth-Les-Houches Accord (BLHA) standards [17]. This allows an automatic interface with
external MC programs. Recently an update of this interface was published [18], with the aim
of increasing its automation and flexibility. Among the new features there is the possibility to
pass dynamical parameters like couplings and masses among the MC and the One-Loop-Program
(OLP). Furthermore the synchronization of EW schemes is now simplified and standards for the
treatment of unstable phase-space points as well as for merging different jet multiplicities were set.
Driven by the need of some MCs the interface was also extended to be able to exchange color- and
helicity-correlated tree amplitudes.
So far three different MC event generators were successfully interfaced to GoSam to compute
NLO cross sections and distributions for a number of different processes, summarized in Table 1.
An ad-hoc setup was used to interface with the MadGraph4-MadEvent-MadDipole [19] family
of programs. It was used to compute NLO QCD corrections to the production of bb̄bb̄ [21] and later
to assess the impact of the still missing one-loop contributions in the production of W +W − j j [22],
both at hadron colliders. The bb̄bb̄-production process was recently computed considering massive
b-quarks [23], whereas the latter was first computed in [24], where parts of the loop contributions
were neglected. More recently the same setup was used to compute NLO QCD corrections to some
BSM processes [25, 26], whose results are presented more extensively in Section 6, and to the
production of a photon pair in association with one and two jets [27]. Finally GoSam was also used
to compute the production of a pair of Higgs bosons in association with 2 jets in [28].
Using the BLHA interface GoSam was successfully interfaced with the POWHEG BOX [29].
This new interface, together with the built-in interface to MadGraph4 allows for a quick generation
of new processes in the POWHEG BOX framework. In Section 4 we report more details about the
computation of the associated production of a Higgs, a vector boson and a jet [30].
Thanks to the BLHA interface it was possible to link in a easy and automatic way also to the
MC event generator Sherpa [31]. The two programs can exchange information about the process
the user wishes to compute and generate all the needed ingredients. The user only needs to fill
an input card for the two programs and, once the code is ready, the full calculation can be steered
simply editing the Sherpa input card. A set of ready-to-use process packages with the full code
for the loop computation is also available [32]. They only require the installation of Sherpa by
the user, whereas the code for the virtual part is already generated and validated. This setup was
also used to compute the production of a Higgs boson in association with 2 jets in gluon-gluon
fusion [33] and the production of a Higgs boson with a top-antitop pair and a jet [34]. More
details about these computations can be found in these proceedings as well [38]. Furthermore the
GoSam+Sherpa setup was used to perform a MC analysis of the t t¯ forward-backward asymmetry
AFB [35] to which Section 5 is dedicated. Finally a further analysis of AFB with off-shell top-quarks
is in preparation and was also presented at this conference [36].
A hybrid setup making use of the best features of both the MadGraph4-MadEvent-MadDipole
family and Sherpa was used together with GoSam to compute the NLO QCD corrections to the
production of a Higgs boson is association with three jets [37]. We refer again to a parallel contribution [38] to these proceedings for more details.

GoSam interfaced to MC generators

GoSam + MadGraph4-MadEvent-MadDipole
pp → bb̄bb̄ [21]
pp → χ̃10 χ̃10 +jet [25]
pp → γγ+1,2 jets [27]
pp → graviton(→ γγ)+jet [26]
+
−
pp → W W +2 jets [22]
GoSam + Sherpa
pp
pp → W ± bb̄ (massive b-quarks)
pp → W +W − bb̄ [36]
pp → W +W −
pp → W ± +0,1,2,3 jets
pp → Z/γ+0,1,2 jets
pp → t t¯+0,1 jets [35]
pp → t t¯H+0,1 jet [34]
pp → H+2 jets (gluon fusion) [33]
→ W +W + +2 jets

GoSam + POWHEG BOX
pp → HW /HZ+0,1 jet [30]
GoSam
pp → H H + 2 jets [28]
Table 1: NLO calculations done by interfacing GoSam with different Monte Carlo programs.

Interfaces to aMC@NLO [39] and HERWIG++ [40] are currently under development.

4. Associated production of a Higgs boson, vector boson and a jet
Higgs boson production in association with a vector boson is an interesting channel for Higgs
boson studies at the LHC, since it seems to be the only available channel to study the Higgs branching to bb̄, or to set limits to the Higgs branching into invisible particles. In [30] a POWHEG BOX
generator for the computation of HV and HV + 1 jet (where V = Z,W ± ) was presented. The virtual amplitudes were generated with GoSam and the two codes were interfaced using the BLHA
interface. Using the HV + 1 jet generators with the improved version of the MiNLO procedure [41]
it was possible to reach NLO accuracy for quantities that are inclusive in the production of the
color-neutral system, i.e. when the associated jet is not resolved. This is shown in Figures 1-2
for increasingly exclusive observables. The uncertainty bands are obtained by varying separately
renormalization and factorization scales by factors of 12 and 2, taking thus the envelope among 7
different curves.
Whereas the agreement between the HW and the HWJ-MiNLO generators are very good for
the HW − rapidity distribution (Fig. 1), there are small differences in the transverse momentum
distribution of the HW − system (Fig. 2). The reason for these little differences is due to the fact
that this distribution is only computed at leading order by the HW generator, while it is computed
at NLO accuracy by the HWJ-MiNLO generator. Conclusions similar to those for HW ( j) can be
drawn for HZ( j) associated production. Using the POWHEG BOX generator for the computation of
HV and HV + 1 jet presented here it is furthermore possible to construct an NNLO+PS generator
using a similar approach to the one of [42].
4
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GoSam + MadGraph4-MadEvent-MadDipole + Sherpa
pp → H+3 jets (gluon fusion) [37]
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Figure 1: Comparison between the HW + PYTHIA result and the HWJ-MiNLO + PYTHIA result for the
HW − rapidity distribution at the LHC at 8 TeV. The left plot shows the 7-point scale-variation band for the
HW generator, while the right plot shows the HWJ-MiNLO 7-point band.
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Figure 2: Comparison between the HW + PYTHIA result and the HWJ-MiNLO + PYTHIA result for the
HW − transverse-momentum distribution.

5. Top-antitop forward-backward asymmetry analysis
The forward–backward asymmetry in the production of top quark pairs offers great opportunities to study the physics both within and beyond the SM. At p p̄ colliders, the asymmetry in
dependence on the observable O is defined as
AFB (O) =

dσtt̄ /dO|∆y>0 − dσtt̄ /dO|∆y<0
,
dσtt̄ /dO|∆y>0 + dσtt̄ /dO|∆y<0

(5.1)

where ∆y = yt − yt¯ is the rapidity difference between the top and the antitop quark. It was pointed
out in [43] that color flows from incoming quarks to the top quark and from antiquarks to the
antitop quark lead to more radiation when the top quark goes backward. This generates a positive asymmetry already at the level of parton showers that include color coherence effects. The
GoSam+Sherpa interface was used to generate a code providing a merged simulation of t t¯ and
t t¯+jet production at hadron colliders, which preserves both the NLO accuracy of the fixed-order
prediction and the logarithmic accuracy of the parton shower [35]. The latter is based on Catani–
Seymour dipole factorization [44] and the related MC@NLO generator [45] to generate events at the
5
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Figure 3: Top quark forward–backward asymmetry in dependence on the transverse momentum (a) and the
invariant mass (b) of the t t¯ system. MC@NLO zero plus one jet merged predictions, together with their uncertainty bands, are shown for two scale choices studied in [42]. The comparison is against CDF background
subtracted data (a) and against parton-level corrected data (b) [47].

Figures 3(a)-3(b) show results for AFB as a function of the transverse momentum and the
invariant mass. The agreement with the CDF data for AFB (pT,t t¯) is good, whereas for the invariant
mass the MC predictions can reproduce the linear rise but remain below the data. The former
result implies a quantitative agreement of the simulation with data in two very different phasespace domains, driven by different physics phenomena: multiple soft and virtual parton emission
in the so-called Sudakov region, and hard parton radiation for larger pair transverse momenta. The
disagreement in the invariant mass distribution instead can be explained by the fact that for this
observable the Sudakov region is spread out over the entire range of the measurement, leading to
an increase of AFB for larger values of mt t¯.

6. Beyond SM physics with GoSam
GoSam also has been used to calculate the NLO Susy-QCD corrections to the production of a
pair of the lightest neutralinos plus one jet at the LHC at 8 TeV, appearing as a monojet signature in
combination with missing energy. All non-resonant diagrams were fully included, i.e. no simplifying assumption that production and decay factorize were used. The resulting missing transverse
energy distribution is shown in Fig. 4(a) and it can be seen that the NLO corrections are large,
mainly due to additional channels opening up at NLO. The detailed setup can be found in [25].
Another BSM calculation based on GoSam + MadGraph4-MadEvent-MadDipole are the NLO
QCD corrections to the production of a graviton in association with one jet [26], where the graviton
decays into a pair of photons, within ADD models of large extra dimensions [48]. The calculation
is quite involved due to the complicated tensor structure introduced by spin-2 particles, and the
6
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Figure 4: (a) missing transverse energy ETmiss for the process pp → χ̃10 χ̃10 +jet at s = 8 TeV. (b) NLO QCD
corrections to the invariant mass distribution of the photon pair stemming from graviton decay within the
ADD model for δ = 4 large extra
 dimensions.
 The bands show the scale variations by a factor of two around
the central scale µ02 = µF2 = 14 m2γγ + p2T, jet .

non-standard propagator of the graviton, coming from the summation over Kaluza-Klein modes.
As can be seen from Fig. 4b, the K-factors turn out not to be uniform over the range of the diphoton
invariant mass distribution. As the latter in general is used to derive exclusion limits, the differential
NLO corrections should be taken into account. More details can be found in [26].
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